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ecent electrocorticography (ECoG) studies have investigated the neural bases for sensory and motor processes
underlying speech and language [1-3]. Additional studies have successfully decoded words [6], phonemes [7,8], and
speech acoustics [4,5] directly from intracranial recordings. In the present study, we employ techniques used in automatic
speech recognition (ASR) as an alternative framework for predicting speech from neurological activity. Specifically, we
decode Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) of speech [9] from ECoG high-gamma band power using a spatial
linear regression model. Our main goal is to investigate the differential contributions of neurological activity preceding or
following self-productions and their usefulness in a speech prosthesis.
Methods: ECoG activity (58-120 electrodes per patient) was recorded from eight epileptic patients as they spoke aloud
text that scrolled across computer screen. The ECoG and speech signals were simultaneously recorded at a sampling rate of
9600 Hz using g.USBamps (g.tec, Graz, AT). Twelve MFCCs were estimated using standard techniques [9] in Matlab. ECoG
signals were highpass filtered at 0.01 Hz, re-referenced using a common average reference and decimated to 400 Hz. A zerophase FIR filter was applied to extract the gamma band (70-170 Hz) and the band-power envelope was computed using the
Hilbert transform. Decoded MFCCs were computed using a spatial linear regression model with 25% of the ECoG electrodes
having the highest gamma-band correlation to the true speech MFCCs. The regression models were computed to predict
MFCCs (N=12) from the gamma band power at latencies -200ms, -100ms and 0ms (lead condition) and at latencies 0ms,
100ms and 200ms (lag condition) relative to resultant speech output. The models were 10-fold cross-validated and p-values
for the correlations were computed using a randomization test.
Results: The results of this analysis show ECoG signals in both the lead and lag conditions are useful in the prediction of
the MFCCs of continuous speech. Leads and lags represent motor preparation and auditory feedback processing, respectively.
Statistically significant correlations of predicted MFCCs to the true MFCCs in both conditions ranged from 0.17 to 0.30 with
an average correlation of 0.24 in the lead condition and 0.23 in the lag condition. These correlation values are similar to those
found in [4], which validates our approach. The major implication of this work is a demonstration of our method for
predicting speech, via MFCCs, using ECoG activity preceding observation of the speech acoustic output. Our method for
predicting MFCCs from ECoG activity may subsequently be used as an input to either speech-to-text recognition systems or
speech synthesizers as a neural prosthesis for transcription or speech, respectively for individuals with severe paralysis.
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